Year 4 Daily Spelling Practice
This work should take around 10 minutes to complete each day with the tasks. Please revisit the rules and read them (any
questions please don’t hesitate to ask) and then complete the task below.
Hello Year 4,
This week’s spellings are:
Pressure
Probably
Promise
Purpose
Quarter
Question
Courageous
Humorous
Hideous
Glamorous
The spelling rule is: words with the ‘ous’ suffix
The suffix ‘ous’ can just be added to the end of root words. When we say it out loud, it sounds like ‘us’ e.g.
mountainous. In some words, we keep the ‘e’ at the end so that the ‘g’ sounds like ‘j’ e.g. courageous, outrageous. If a
root word ends in ‘our’ we have to swap the letters ‘our’ for ‘or’ before adding ‘ous’ e.g. humour- humorous. Can you
think of any words that have these spellings in them?
Your tasks for this week are:
Monday- write the words in swirly writing. Can you time to see how long it takes you? Write this time down on the line
here ____________. This is your time to beat tomorrow!
Tuesday- write the words backwards. Can you time to see how long it takes you? Write this time down on the line here
_____________. This is your time to beat tomorrow!
Wednesday- write the words in pyramid words. Remember to start off with the first letter, then do the first and second
letter e.g.
Y
Ye
Yea
Year
Year 4
Can you time to see how long it takes you? Write this time down on the line here __________.
Thursday- here is one of the words scrambled in a grid. How many words can you make using just these letters? Write
these down and see if you can beat Miss Cable for a merit!
a
l
o

m
g
s

o
r
u

Friday- test yourself! Have a look at the words you have been learning this week. Look at them, say them, then cover them
and write them. If you have an adult at home who is happy to test you, that is also OK. Good luck!

